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Abstract. Automated service composition as the process of creating
new software in an automated fashion has been studied in many differ-
ent ways over the last decade. However, the impact of automated service
composition has been rather small as its utility in real-world applications
has not been demonstrated so far. This paper presents MLS-Plan, an
algorithm for automated service composition applied to the area of ma-
chine learning. Empirically, we show that MLS-Plan is competitive and
sometimes beats algorithms that solve the same task but not benefit of
the advantages of a service model. Thereby, we present a real-world ex-
ample that demonstrates the utility of automated service composition in
contrast to non-service oriented solutions in the same area.
1 Introduction
Automated service composition as the process of creating new software in an
automated fashion has been studied in many different ways over the last decade
[1]. The most commonly addressed problem is the composition or configuration
of a single process either by instantiating or refining an abstract workflow [2,3,4]
or by creating such a process from scratch given some behavior description in
terms of preconditions and effects [5,6,7].
In the last years, much of the euphoria about automated composition has
disappeared. First, services in the real world did not appear so nicely described
as expected, which rules out many approaches relying on such descriptions. Even
though much functionality is available as services, semantic descriptions, e.g., in
OWL-S, are rare. Second, even for approaches not relying on such assumptions,
automated service composition has been resolved mostly on toy examples and
not shown to be relevant in real world scenarios. In fact, there is only a hand
full of approaches that leave the description level at all to work with actually
implemented services [8,9,10]. However, even these are rather artificial and not
real-world services.
The main contribution of this paper is to demonstrate that automated service
composition can outperform manual or automated non-service-oriented software
composition in real world applications. The domain of the considered service
composition problem is automated machine learning. More precisely, given some
sample data, the task is to compose a machine learning pipeline (consisting of
machine learning services) that maximizes the classification accuracy over new
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data from the same source. Up to now, this problem has only been tackled
by framework-specific tools such as Auto-WEKA [11,12] and auto-sklearn[13].
However, virtually all of the algorithms are available not only in the libraries of
those frameworks but also as services offered by commercial platforms1.
This paper augments our approach sketched in [14] by a detailed technical
description and an empricial evaluation that shows the benefits of using services
for the purpose of automated machine learning. Similar to existing composition
approaches [4,15,16], our approach builds on top of hierarchical planning. The
main difference to existing approaches is that the search process is based on
performance measures that are acquired from the execution of composition can-
didates. Since classical planners do not support such a guidance, we implemented
a new planner, MLS-Plan, which is available for public2. We support our claim
with an empirical evaluation in which we compare our approach against tradi-
tional tools and a non-service-oriented version of our own tool.
2 Background and Motivation
Automated service composition is often reduced to AI planning [1], and hierar-
chical automated service composition conducts such a reduction to hierarchical
planning [17]. The core idea of hierarchical task planning (HTN) is to iteratively
break down an initially given complex task into new sub-tasks, which may also
be complex or simple (no need of further refinement). The complex tasks are
recursively decomposed until only simple tasks remain. This is comparable, for
example, to deriving a sentence from a context-free grammar, where complex
tasks correspond to non-terminals and simple tasks are terminal symbols.
There have been several approaches to hierarchical automated service compo-
sition. All these approaches are based on the composite process model in OWL-S.
Roughly speaking, a composite process is just an abstract process consisting of
a control flow that contains invocations of other service operations. The service
composition problem is represented by a description of such a composite process,
which is equivalent to the initial complex task of the HTN problem with only
one possible refinement corresponding to the service process. Existing services
are either also composite processes, which are translated to complex tasks, or
atomic service, which are translated to simple tasks. The very initial works on
this topic [18] were concerned with deriving any valid composition, which is usu-
ally a trivial undertaking. Paik et al. slightly extended this setup by considering
additional logic constraints on plans [19]. Follow-up work by Sohrabi et al. con-
sidered the fact that clients may order plans based on preferences that can be
expressed in terms of logic conditions achieved by a process [15,16,20].
Curiously, there has been almost no work on optimizing the composition
quality in terms of Quality of Service (QoS). While QoS optimization has been
studied a lot in automated service composition in general, there is almost no such
1 For the reviewer: algorithmia.com is such a provider, but we do not want to advertise
specific providers, so this will not be contained in the paper
2 https://github.com/fmohr/ML-Plan
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work on hierarchical composition approaches. Indeed, the preferences over plans
in the work of Sohrabi are also induced by an implicit quality. However, the only
work that optimize QoS typically considered in automated service composition
such as runtime, cost, etc. has been presented by [21].
In this paper, we consider the problem of finding a composition with best
(numeric) quality with the limitation that this quality measure can not be ag-
gregated from the services contained in the composition. So our setup is similar
to the one of [21] in that we assume a numeric quality to be optimized, but the
difference is that there is no (known) way to statically assign qualities to existing
services and compute the quality of a composition from these qualities. Instead,
the quality of a composition can be accessed by a benchmark that executes the
composition and observes the desired quality.
A highly relevant real world example for such a problem is automated ma-
chine learning pipeline construction. In a nutshell, the classification problem in
machine learning is to learn a (non-deterministic) relation between instances X
and class labels Y. Instances are described in terms of numeric or categorical
attributes called features, and a set of such instances is given, each of which is
additionally associated with a class label. The goal is to establish a new function
h : X → Y, called the hypothesis, such that h maximizes the ratio of cor-
rectly predicted class labels for new instances. The hypothesis may be a single
classification algorithm such as a decision tree, a neural network, or a support
vector machine, or it may be a whole pipeline consisting of (possibly complex)
pre-processing algorithms followed by such a classifier. Finding such a pipeline
automatically is a hot topic in machine learning, but all existing solutions focus
on platform-dependent frameworks [11,13]. However, service implementations
whose communication is based on HTTP exist for all of these algorithms, so it
is also possible to solve the Auto-ML problem as a service composition problem.
Note that the true error rate cannot even be computed exactly but only
estimated. The true error of a pipeline is the average error produced over all
data points that exist, but only a finite sample of such points is available. Hence,
one estimates the out-of-sample error by keeping a validation set of the initial
data and using it for estimating that error.
We claim that solving the Auto-ML problem as a service composition can be
significantly better than sticking to a single algorithm framework such as WEKA
or scikit-learn. The main reason for this is that the portfolio of implementations
from which one can select algorithms is much broader. WEKA implements the
algorithms in Java, and scikit-learn implements them in Python. Without the
encapsulation into services, it is not easily possible to use algorithms of both
during optimization.
3 Hierarchical Service Composition Approach
In this section, we describe the hierarchical planning formalism we use to cre-
ate the constructor of the composed service. Like most other approaches, our
composition algorithm does not directly compose an entire service but a process.
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Fig. 1. Visualization of the hierarchical structure of an machine learning pipeline
We assume that the target service has already been defined in the form of a
template with one missing process (the constructor). For example, we already
defined how the machine learning pipeline service will work but not the atomic
services on which it will rely. The solution of the composition problem derived
with the approach in this section will be injected into that template in order to
obtain a ready-to-use service; Fig. 3.1 sketched this hierarchical template struc-
ture. This section explains how this construction process is created, and the
following section will explain how the executable service is obtained from it.
3.1 Formalization of HTN Planning
As for any planning formalism, our basis is a logic language L and planning
operators defined in terms of L. The language L has first-order logic capacities,
i.e., it defines an infinite set of variable names, constant names, predicate names,
function names and quantifiers and connectors to build formulas. A state is a
set of ground literals; i.e., it does not contain unquantified variable symbols. We
do not adopt the closed-world assumption.
Constants, functions, and predicates of Lmay stem from a theory. A theory T
defines constants, functions, and predicates and how these are to be interpreted.
Predicates not contained in T behave like normal predicates in classical planning.
That is, L consists of the elements of T together with uninterpreted predicates
and constants. In the formalism, we use T as a formula itself.
An operator is a tuple 〈nameo , Io ,Oo ,Po ,E+o ,E−o 〉 where nameo is a name,
Io and Oo are parameter names described inputs and outputs, Po is a formula
from L constituting its preconditions and E+o and E−o are sets of conditional
statements α→ β where α is a formula over L conditioning the actual effect β,
which is a set of literals from L to be added or removed. Free variables in Po
must be in Io and free variables in E
+
o and E
−
o must be in Io ∪Oo.
The semantics of the planning domain are as follows. An action is an operator
whose input and output variables have been replaced by constants; we denote
Pa ,E
+
a , and E
−
a as the respectively replaced preconditions and effects. An action
a is applicable in a state s under theory T iff s, T |= Pa and if none of the output
parameters of a is contained in s. Applying action a to state s changes the state
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in that, for all α → β ∈ E+a , β is added to s if s, T |= α; analogously, β is
removed if such a rule is contained in E−a . A plan for state s0 is a list of actions
〈a0, .., an〉 where ai is applicable and applied to si; here, si+1 is obtained by
applying ai to si.
On top of this formalism, we build a hierarchical model [22]. A task net-
work is a partially ordered set T of tasks. A task t(v0, .., vn) is a name with
a list of parameters, which are variables or constants from L. For example,
setPreprocessor(pl) could be the task of choosing and setting the preprocessing
algorithm for the pipeline object pl. A task named after an operator is called
primitive, and complex else. A task whose parameters are constants is ground.
While primitive tasks are realized canonically by an operation, complex tasks
need to be decomposed by methods. A methodm = 〈namem, tm, Im, Om, Pm, Tm〉
consists of its name, the (non-primitive) task tm it refines, the input and output
parameters Im and Om, a logic formula Pm ∈ L that constitutes the method’s
precondition, and a task network Tm that realizes the decomposition. The pre-
conditions may, just as in the case of operations, contain interpreted predicates
and functional symbols from the theory T .
A method instantiation m is a method where inputs and outputs have been
replaced by planning constants. m is applicable in a state s under theory T iff
s, T |= Pm and if none of the output parameters of m is contained in s.
An HTN planning problem is a tuple P = 〈O,M, s0, N〉 where O is a set of
operations as above, M is a set of methods, s0 is the initial state, and N is a task
network. An HTN optimization problem is an HTN planning problem together
with an objective function. Formally, P ∗ is an HTN optimization problem iff it
is a tuple P ∗ = 〈O,M, s0, N, φ〉 where P := 〈O,M, s0, N〉 is an HTN planning
problem and φ is a real-valued function that assigns a score to any solution of
P . A plan pi∗ is a solution to P ∗ if it is a solution to P and there is no other
plan pˆi∗ such that φ(pˆi∗) > φ(pi∗).
3.2 The Service Composition Problem
We assume that the composition domain is described in terms of available ser-
vices and macros that encode abstract processes. Services are described by a
name and a set of offered operations. That is, the services are a set {s1, .., sn}
where each service si is a tuple 〈namei, {opi1, .., opimi}〉, and each operation opij
is described like the planning operators of the HTN problem by a name, in-
puts, outputs, preconditions, and effects. Macros are generic process templates
describing reasonable process abstractions in the domain. Every macro consists
of a name, conditions under which it can be applied, and its actual process. The
elements of the process are calls to service operations or other macros, i.e., names
of service operations or macros together with bindings for the data objects used
in the inputs and outputs. In this paper, we only consider sequential macros,
i.e., sequential processes, but note that if-else-statements can be easily encoded
by having a separate macro for each case.
Operations can be called either directly on a service or on a service instance.
As in object oriented programming, we assume a class-instance-model; every ser-
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vice constitutes the class of all its instantiations. For example, a neural network
service is the class for all its concrete instantiations (each of which will repre-
sent a different network). Services may have a constructor that creates a new
instance and returns the resource for that instance to the invoker. The service
operation calls in the macros are then either calls to static operations of a service
(operations that do not depend on a particular state) or calls to the operations
of a service instance.
Compositions are sequences of service operation invocations. That is, a com-
position is a sequence of pairs (oi, bi) where oi is a service (instance) operation,
and bi is a function that maps each input of oi to outputs of earlier invoca-
tions or inputs of the overall process. Like in other approaches, non-sequential
compositions are not considered3.
A service query consists of three parts. First, it contains a task network as
described above. Second, it defines initial information about the objects that
will be passed to the network. Tasks in that network correspond either to calls
to service operations (primitive tasks), or to calls to a macro, which needs to be
configured (complex tasks). Third, it defines an objective function that assigns a
score to each possible solution candidate. This function is not given in a closed-
form representation but as a reference to an invocable routine.
The considered service composition problem is then described by a triplet of
services, macros, and a service query. Intuitively, a solution candidate to this
problem is a composition obtained by recursive replacements of macros by op-
eration calls or other macros such that the precondition of each operation is
satisfied in the moment of execution. A composition is an optimal solution if it
is a solution candidate and if no other solution candidate receives a higher score
from the objective function.
3.3 Translating the Service Composition Problem to HTN
The translation of a service composition problem to an HTN planning problem
is analogous to the one in [18] except two modifications. First, the fact that we
distinguish services from service instances requires a small modification. There
is a clear correspondence between macros and methods on one hand, and service
operations and HTN operators on the other hand, so the translation seems to be
canonical. However, allowing to create new service instances (during planning)
also means to allow that new operations are created during planning. It is not
immediately clear how one should treat this situation. Second, we also need to
translate the objective function, which does not exist in previous approaches.
The first point can be handled with a simple trick in that we treat all opera-
tions as if they were static and add the service instance reference as an additional
input. The different “versions” of an operation o of a service s for different in-
stances of s are not really different in their functionality but just deviate in the
3 The SHOP2-encoding of Sirin et al. allows for non-sequential composite processes
during the composition, but the eventually returned composition is also sequential
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Fig. 2. Excerpt of the search graph of the HTN planner
service instance on which they are invoked. Hence, instead of adding new oper-
ations we just assume that instance-specific operations have an additional and
distinguished input that represents a handle for the service instance on which it
should be invoked. Of course, the handle used for a service instance is exactly
the reference returned from the constructor of the respective service.
Given the correspondence between service operations and HTN operators,
translating the objective function comes down to a simple wrapper. The only
thing this wrapper has to do is to map planning action syntax to service oper-
ation invocation syntax. If this functionality is available, a solution of the HTN
problem can be converted into a composition, which can then be executed by
the objective function.
Note that we trade the assumption that no service is both information-
gathering and world-altering[18] by the assumption that the execution of world-
altering services does not affect the execution of other services or compositions.
Sirin et al. make the first of these two assumptions, because they want to ex-
ecute some (the information-gathering) services during planning. In order to
avoid side-effects during planning, they forbid that such services alter the world.
However, our setup precisely requires to execute entire compositions, so this
assumption is not longer needed and reliefs us from the tedious distinction of
knowledge effects and physical effects introduced in OWL-S. On the contrary,
we need the assumption that the compositions do not alter the world in such a
way that the execution of other compositions is affected.
3.4 The Planning Algorithm
Like all planning problems, HTN problems are solved using graph search algo-
rithms. The (hierarchical) planning problem induces a (possibly infinite) search
graph, which is represented by a distinguished root node, a successor generator
function, and a goal-test function. The successor generator creates the successor
nodes for any node of the graph, and the goal-test decides whether a node is a
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goal. Most HTN planners perform a forward-decomposition, which means that
they create one successor for each possible decomposition of the first unsolved
task in the list of remaining tasks. In every child node, the list of remaining
tasks is the previous list of tasks where the decomposed task is replaced by the
list that represents the respective decomposition. The resulting search graph is
sketched in Fig. 2 where every box shows a list of tasks (green ones are simple,
the yellow one is the next complex task to be decomposed, and the red ones are
complex to be resolved later). A node is a goal node if all remaining tasks are
simple. A standard graph search algorithm can then be used to find a path from
the root to a goal node.
To overcome the limitation of standard solvers to additive cost measures, we
developed HTN-SPlan, an HTN planner based on arbitrary node evaluation
functions. HTN-SPlan realizes a best-first search where each node is labeled
with elements of an ordered set (usually real values or vectors with tie breaker).
HTN-SPlan makes no assumption (like monotonicity) about the node evalua-
tions or how they are acquired. Instead, it simply requires that the node eval-
uation function is provided by the user. It is then possible to conduct complex
computations in order to obtain node evaluations, a property that is missing in
classical planners.
Besides classical node evaluation functions, HTN-SPlan offers another de-
fault node evaluation function based on random path completion as also used in
Monte Carlo Tree Search [23]. To obtain the evaluation of a node, this strategy
draws a fixed number of path completions and evaluates the plan using a given
plan evaluation function. The score assigned to the node is the best score that
was observed over these validations in order to estimate the best solution that
can be obtained when following paths under the node.
Using this evaluation function, HTN-SPlan is an appropriate tool to solve
the service composition problem. The plan evaluation function is the wrapper of
the objective function.
It is important to be aware that, in contrast to classical heuristic approaches,
MLS-Plan does not give any guarantees about the optimality of returned so-
lutions. This is precisely because it does make no assumptions about the node
evaluation function, so there is actually no guarantee possible. So, strictly speak-
ing, the algorithm does not even return solutions in the narrower sense at all
but only solution candidates, because optimality is a solution criterion.
However, this is not a particular weakness of HTN-SPlan since, without
further assumptions, it is not even possible to prove the optimality of a solution
without enumerating all candidates. Unless all solutions have been observed,
every algorithm is prone to miss the true optimum.
While it is probably possible to make some assertions about optimality (usu-
ally in the form of bounds), we do not provide such proofs here. In fact, for
the concrete evaluation function based on random completions, some guarantees
appear provable since the algorithm is similar to UCT for which bounds have
already been shown. However, proofs for such bounds are way beyond the scope
of this work. We rather focus on experimental analysis and will show that the
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solutions produced by MLS-Plan, even though being usually sub-optimal, still
significantly outperform any other solution produced by other algorithms.
4 Case Study: Machine Learning Pipelines
In our case study, we consider the domain of automated machine learning (Auto-
ML). Auto-ML aims at automatically selecting and configuring the algorithms
of a so-called machine learning pipeline. Usually, such a pipeline consists of one
or more preprocessor algorithms (principal components, imputation, etc.) and
a classification algorithm (decision trees, logistic regression, etc.). State-of-the-
art approaches auto-sklearn and Auto-WEKA reduce the combined algorithm
selection and hyperparameter optimization problem to a mere hyperparame-
ter optimization problem, considering the selection of an algorithm for feature
preprocessing and a classifier model as additional parameters for a hyperpa-
rameter optimization tool. Moreover, these tools are committed to a certain
library (e.g., scikit-learn or WEKA) as well as to a specific programming lan-
guage (e.g. Python or Java). However, these libraries are neither equal nor does
one subsume the other. Moreover, implementations of certain machine learning
algorithms usually differ significantly so that even for a particular algorithm
there might be differences in terms of non-functional requirements, e.g., runtime
or even predictive accuracy.
In the following, we describe MLS-Plan, the application of HTN-SPlan to
the Auto-ML problem. We first describe how we created services out of the ex-
isting algorithms and how the execution of compositions works. We then present
an experimental evaluation, which shows that the service-based approach comb-
ing WEKA and scikit-learn services is often better than using the same search
technique with algorithms of just one library, and it is even mostly competitive
with expert approaches such as Auto-WEKA and auto-sklearn.
4.1 Servicification of Existing Libraries
The idea of what we call servicification is to make existing software accessible
as a service. Our contribution is not about this process in general, so we only
describe how we convert the learning algorithms relevant for the case study into
services.
We enable servicification by so called Generic Service Managers (GSM),
which are web servers that route HTTP requests to invocations of functions in
an object-oriented programming language. Every algorithm in the considered
machine learning frameworks is encoded in its own (Java or Python) class file,
so we only consider these two languages here. A GSM processes requests of
the form http://host/classname/method with which the client can trigger the
invocation of a given method of a (generally arbitrary) class. The parameters
are transmitted by GET or POST; in our case, we only have POST requests.
The GSM is generic as it does not have to be tied to a specific library and may
create objects via reflection in Java or via importlib and getattr in Python.
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Fig. 3. Communication via HTTP
For simplicity, we use one GSM for Java classes and one for Python classes
(Figure 3). In other words, the set of available services is the set of classes
enabled in the GSM, and the service operations correspond to the (enabled)
methods of that class.
In our framework, services are generally stateful. We are aware that there
are paradigms that suggest that not only the communication between services
but also the services themselves should be stateless. However, we argue that
many services, including those related to machine learning, are more reasonably
realized in a stateful manner. For example, machine learning services should save
the model they learned locally instead of exchanging it with the client in order
to keep themselves stateless. Not only are such models sometimes very large, but
the model can also be seen as a part of the implementation of the service and,
hence, the service provider might not want to share the model with the client.
Stateful services are realized by a distinction between services and their in-
stances. This is analogue to classes and objects in programming languages: ser-
vices correspond to classes, and service instances to objects of those classes. A
service is then instantiated by simply creating an object of the respective class.
The GSM interprets requests of the form http://host/classname/new as com-
mands to create new service instances. The response to such requests is the URL
by which the new service instance is reachable, which, by convention, is the same
URL as for the service itself plus some ID. Operations of a service instance can
then be accessed via http://host/classname/id/method.
To make the service instances persistent, the GSM serializes the respective
objects to its disk. When the Java or Python objects are created on an invocation
of http://host/classname/new, their lifetime is limited by the lifetime of the
web server worker thread. Hence, the GSM serializes the created objects on the
server disk in order to have an unlimited lifetime; this storage is called the Service
State Storage (S3). Of course, this requires that the class to be servicified actually
is serializable. However, all of the considered algorithm classes are serializable,
so this is no limitation in the given domain.
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4.2 Turning Composition Problem Solutions into Services
The solutions to the composition problem defined in Section 3 are processes
but not services. For example, we can compose a process that describes how a
machine learning pipeline is configured, but the process does not correspond to
such a pipeline itself.
To obtain composed services from solutions of the composition problem, we
use service templates. The template contains the code for the different operations
of the target service except its constructor, which will be used to configure the
(basic) services on which the (composed) service will rely. For example, the
template may contain an operation to train the machine learning pipeline and
to predict the label of new instances based on preprocessing and classification
services s1 and s2 respectively where s1 and s2 are not defined in the code
but expected to be defined in the (yet empty) constructor. The solution of the
composition problem is translated into the constructor of that template in order
to obtain an executable program. Using the GSM, the composed service can be
accessed as a service in turn.
In the following, we refer to compositions as the processes of any operation
of the composed service. For example, in the machine learning case, there is
one composition for the constructor, one for training the pipeline, and one for
predicting new labels. Syntactically, the processes of the training and prediction
compositions are fixed and do not depend on the solution of the composition
problem. However, since these operations will rely on external basic services
configured in the constructor their behavior does depend on the concrete com-
position injected into the constructor.
4.3 Processing Compositions via Choreography
An efficient execution of compositions requires that the participating services
communicate via a choreography protocol. In our case study, composed processes
include, for example, the application of a preprocessor followed by the training
of the actually used classification algorithm. The data passed to these services
can easily reach several hundreds MB or even some GB, which makes a zig-zag-
communication with the client unacceptably slow.
To this end, every service operation receives, in addition to its usual argu-
ments, the entire composition. The service then only sends its result back to
the client if it is the last operation in the composition; otherwise it directly
sends its data to the next service operation in the choreography. Our current
implementation only supports sequential compositions where the input of one
service is provided by the preceding service without hops in the data-flow, which
is sufficient for the case study and keeps the implementation simple.
The execution logic for compositions is also contained in the GSMs. That is,
GSMs can not only process service invocations but also entire compositions. To
this end, they receive a single service operation call together with a composition.
They identify the position of the invoked service within the composition, execute
it and send the result either to the client or to the subsequent service if one exists.
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4.4 Experimental Setup
To asses the question of what the benefit of using services is, we evaluate MLS-
Plan incorporating both scikit-learn (Python) and WEKA (Java) in the form
of HTTP services, comparing it to itself limited to use only scikit-learn or weka
respectively. Additionally, we compare MLS-Plan to other Auto-ML tools such
as Auto-WEKA (WEKA, Java), auto-sklearn, and TPOT (scikit-learn, Python)
[24] to put our results into context of state-of-the art solutions.
Dataset #Inst. #Att. #Classes MLS-Plan MLS-Plan (W) MLS-Plan (S) Auto-WEKA TPOT auto-sklearn
abalone 4177 8 28 73.45±1.2 73.65±1.3 78.02±1.1 • 73.46±1.1 ◦ 73.12±1.0 ◦ 80.09±6.9 •
amazon 1500 10000 50 26.28±13.7 38.23±14.1 • 98.0±0.0 • 51.72±2.7 • - 28.57±5.4
car 1728 6 4 1.28±1.3 1.82±1.5 • 1.78±2.0 • 0.66±0.4 ◦ 0.28±0.3 ◦ 1.56±0.7
convex 58000 784 2 46.5±1.5 32.29±12.8 ◦ - 46.83±0.4 • - 16.12±0.9 ◦
credit-g 1000 20 2 24.53±2.35 24.79±1.3 25.4±2.3 26.5±2.4 • 25.17±4.9 27.29±0.7 •
dexter 600 20000 2 5.56±2.4 9.01±3.5 • 5.71±0.6 11.44±2.8 • - -
dorothea 1150 100000 2 6.61±1.9 9.83±0.0 • - - - -
gisette 7000 5000 2 2.63±0.3 2.99±0.5 • - 3.90±0.4 • - 2.60±0.4
glass 214 9 7 25.09±4.7 23.58±7.6 24.82±4.7 25.02±6.0 24.13±5.4 ◦ 26.12±8.4
ionosphere 351 34 2 6.16±2.2 7.70±2.8 • 6.16±2.0 6.86±3.0 6.37±1.5 7.30±2.5 •
iris 150 4 3 5.71±3.1 5.06±3.3 6.36±3.1 4.38±3.7 1.19±1.2 ◦ 6.16±4.0 •
letter 20000 16 26 3.65±1.1 4.17±0.3 • 3.60±1.4 5.19±1.6 • - 4.89±0.4 •
madelon 2600 500 2 20.53±5.9 19.47±2.7 26.17±5.4 • 25.52±3.9 • 100.0±0.0 • 17.68±2.1 ◦
page-blocks 5473 10 5 2.81±0.5 2.55±0.3 ◦ 2.87±0.3 2.68±0.3 2.49±0.4 2.73±0.2
secom 1567 590 2 6.42±0.0 6.84±0.2 • 6.93±0.3 6.55±0.4 6.42±0.0 6.58±0.3
segment 2310 19 7 2.77±0.7 2.77±0.6 2.98±0.8 2.04±0.5 ◦ 1.99±0.7 ◦ 2.68±1.0
semeion 1593 256 10 7.27±1.3 8.57±0.7 ◦ 7.51±1.3 12.59±4.0 • 5.69±1.3 ◦ 6.74±1.2 ◦
vowel 990 13 11 2.34±1.1 4.33±1.6 • 5.15±3.1 • 10.07±8.2 • 2.01±0.6 ◦ 6.83±2.6 •
waveform 5000 40 3 13.03±0.6 13.51±0.7 • 14.93±1.7 • 13.35±0.8 13.08±0.5 13.83±0.8
winequality 4898 11 11 36.32±2.81 33.86±0.9 ◦ 36.97±1.3 33.69±1.9 ◦ 32.37±1.1 ◦ 36.89±1.7
yeast 1484 8 10 41.61±2.9 43.46±4.8 • 42.48±3.3 39.72±2.3 ◦ 38.73±2.6 ◦ 39.43±1.7 ◦
Table 1. Means and standard deviation of 0-1 loss. Each entry represents the mean
and standard-deviation over 20 runs with different random seeds.
Results were obtained by carrying out 20 runs on 21 datasets with a timeout
of 1h. All of the used datasets can be found in the OpenML4 dataset repository.
The significance of an improvement or degradation was determined using the
t-test with a threshold for the t-score of 2.086.
The timeout for the internal evaluation of a single solution was set to 5
minutes (if allowed by the respective tool). Runs that did not adhere to the
given limitations (plus a tolerance threshold) were canceled without considering
their results. That is, the algorithms were canceled if they did not terminate
within 110% of the predefined timeout. Likewise, the algorithms were killed if
they consumed more resources (memory or CPU) than allowed, which happens
as overall CPU and memory consumption is hard to control.
In each run, we used 70% of a randomized, stratified split of the data for
learning (search) and 30% for testing. We used the same splits for all candidates,
i.e., for each split and each timeout, we ran each candidate.
The experiments were conducted on (up to) 200 Linux machines in parallel,
each of which with a resource limitation of 8 cores (Intel Xeon E5-2670, 2.6Ghz)
and 16GB memory. Thus, the execution of the experimental evaluation took
20.160 CPU hours (840 days) in total.
4 https://www.openml.org/
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To ensure a fair comparison especially with respect to hardware resources, all
the components required by MLS-Plan, especially the HTTP servers providing
access to the respective libraries, run on the same node.
4.5 Results
Table 1 summarizes the error rates of the different approaches per dataset. Bold
entries indicate that the respective approach achieved the best performance on
average within a dataset among the variants of MLS-Plan. To compare MLS-
Plan in its service variant against the other approaches, we indicate statistically
significant improvements of MLS-Plan over another approach by • and degra-
dation by ◦.
The results show that the performance of the approaches strongly varies
across the datasets. In fact, there is neither a single best approach that is best
among most datasets nor is there one approach that is not best among at least
some datasets. TPOT seems to dominate on small datasets, but often fails to
produce any result on larger datasets.
The focus of our evaluation is the comparison of MLS-Plan with services
from both frameworks WEKA and scikit-learn on one hand and the same com-
position strategy using algorithms from only one of these libraries on the other
hand. This way, we learn something about the benefit one gains from the service-
oriented implementation, which enables combining algorithms from both libraries.
The other three approaches are meant to give reference values of recognized tools
in the respective area, but their performance is not relevant for the question
whether services are advantageous as their entirely different search behavior is
a significant confounding factor. To isolate the service vs. non-service question
from the search strategy, we compare MLS-Plan using both frameworks against
MLS-Plan using only WEKA or scikit-learn respectively.
Note that, a priori, it is completely unclear which of the combinations would
be better. First, applying MLS-Plan with both WEKA services and scikit-learn
services, does not mean to consider the joint solution space as we consider algo-
rithms occurring in both libraries only once. That is, many algorithms such as
Nearest Neighbors, Random Forests, Naive Bayes, etc. are implemented in both
libraries, but in MLS-Plan we chose to consider only one of these implemen-
tations respectively. For space limitations, we refer to the documentation of our
implementation for the details about the chosen algorithms. Consequently, the
search space of MLS-Plan with algorithms of both libraries is not a superset of
the search space of the MLS-Plan using only WEKA or scikit-learn algorithms
respectively. Second, the search space is still much larger compare to using only
one of the libraries, which makes it more likely that good solutions need more
time to be found. While the more powerful search space suggests better solu-
tions due to the coverage of much more pipelines, only a much smaller part of
the search space can be examined in the same time bound.
In fact, the above results show that combining the libraries is often signifi-
cantly better than one or even both of the single-library versions but also worse
sometimes. However, the overall impression is that the service-based variant
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yields significant improvements, not only over the other MLS-Plan-variants
but even globally.
We conclude from these results that the automated service composition ap-
proach is a relevant approach for solving the Auto-ML problem. It does not
dominate other approaches, but it is the best option in quite some cases and
should, hence, be in the portfolio of solution techniques. Therefore, we have
demonstrated the utility of automated service composition on the real-world
problem of Auto-ML.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented MLS-Plan, an approach to automated service
composition in the area of machine learning and shown that it can significantly
improve the performance in comparison to non-service based approaches. MLS-
Plan is based on a reduction of the service composition problem to hierarchical
planning with a black box objective function. The main benefit of using services
exploited in this approach is that the service architecture allows to combine
algorithms of different frameworks (WEKA and scikit-learn) instead of using
only algorithms of one of them, which is the natural limitation one has without
the abstraction to the service layer. The experimental evaluation shows that
MLS-Plan does bring significant improvements in many cases but also loses
against other approaches in some cases, which we trace back to the increased
search space size coming with the increased flexibility. In essence, we interpret
our results as an evidence for the utility of automated service composition for the
real-world problem of Auto-ML. However, we also see that the enlarged output
space can be a problem, which gives rise to increase timeouts or to improve on
the search itself.
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